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Abstract. This file contains MATLAB routines that perform the check in Proposition 4.4. of the
paper.
1. Description
This file describes and includes the following MATLAB routines:
• main.m: definition of the A, B, C, D matrices and call of prop44
• prop44.m: function that checks the rank conditions in Proposition 4.4
• MatRnkDecSvd.m: function that performs a matrix rank decomposition, based on the svd
function of MATLAB
The scripts are embedded as PDF ‘file attachment annotations’, which requires PDF version 1.4 or
higher (Adobe Acrobat 4.0 or higher). The embedding was generated with the attachfile Latex
package, see Pakin (2011)
To open the scripts, you need to either
• right click on the icons and choose ‘Save Embedded File to Disk...’
• or double-click on the icons .
Note that in Adobe Acrobat, annotations never print unless the Annotations box is checked in
the Print dialog.
2. main.m
This script defines the A,B,C,D matrices and runs the other scripts.
Click on to open/save the script as a text file.
%% This is the main file; it defines A,B,C and D as in Example 3.2 of the paper
clear;
Phi1=[1, 1 ; -0.5, -0.5]; Phi2=[1, 1 ; 1, 1];
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2A = [[Phi1,zeros(2,2)]; [zeros(2,2),eye(2)]];




% Call to prop44 function
[vUnst_lam,vCond,sCond] = prop44(A,B,C,D,tol);
3. function prop44
This script checks the orthogonality conditions in Prop 4.4 of the paper.
Click on to open/save the script as a text file.
function [vUnst_lam,vCond,sCond] = prop44(A,B,C,D,tol)
% PURPOSE: check orthogonality conditions in Prop 4.4 of Franchi & Paruolo 2014
%---------------------------------------------------
% USAGE: [vUnst_lam,vCond,sCond] = prop44(A,B,C,D,tol)
% where: A = nx x nx matrix
% B = nx x ny matrix
% C = nx x nx matrix
% D = ny x ny matrix
% tol = tolerance value
%---------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: vUnst_lam = s x 1 vector of unstable eigenvalues of F=A-BD^{-1}C
% vCond = s x 1 logical vector, entries i equal 1 if
% orthogonality conditions is satisfied for the i-th entry in vUnst_lam
% sCond = scalar, logical vector, equal 1 if all




vLam = eig(mF); vNorm_lam = abs(vLam); % eigenvalues of F and their norm
vUnst_lam= vLam(vNorm_lam >= 1-tol); % select unstable eigenvalues of F
num_unst_lam = size(vUnst_lam,1); % number of unstable eigenvalues of F
if num_unst_lam == 0;
vCond=1; sCond=1;
3disp(’All eigenvalues of F are stable, and the system is fundamental.’);
else
vCond=zeros(num_unst_lam,1);
for i = 1:num_unst_lam;
mP=mF-vUnst_lam(i)*mI;
[mA,mB,r,mAort,mBort]= MatRnkDecSvd(mP); % rank decomposition of F-lam I = mA*mB’
rkmAortB=rank(mAort’*B,tol); rkCmBort=rank(C*mBort,tol); % ranks
boo1 = rkmAortB < nx-r; boo2 = rkCmBort < nx-r; % = 1 if orth.condition holds
vCond(i)= boo1 || boo2;
end; % for i = 1:num_unst_lam;
sCond = prod(vCond); % = 1 if all orth.conditions hold
if sCond == 1
disp(’All orth.conditions are satisfied, and the system is fundamental.’);
disp(’List of unstable eigenvalues (for which the orth.condition holds):’);
disp(vUnst_lam’);
else
disp(’Some orth. conditions do not hold, and the system is not fundamental.’);
disp(’List of unstable eigenvalues for which the orth.condition does not hold:’);
disp(vUnst_lam(not(vCond))’);
disp(’List of unstable eigenvalues for which the orth.condition does hold:’);
disp(vUnst_lam(vCond)’);
end; % if sCond ==1 %
end; % if num_unst_lam == 0;%
4. function MatRnkDecSvd
This script performs a Matrix Rank Decomposition using the SVD.
Click on to open/save the script as a text file.
function [mA,mB,r,mAort,mBort]= MatRnkDecSvd(mP)
% PURPOSE: computes Matrix Rank Decomposition, mP=mA*mB’ based on svd
%---------------------------------------------------
% USAGE: [mA,mB,r,mAort,mBort]= MatRnkDecSvd(mP)
% where: mP = m x n matrix
%---------------------------------------------------
% RETURNS: mA = m x r matrix
% mB = n x r matrix,
% r = rank(mP)
4% mAort = m x (m-r) matrix, basis of ort.complement of col(mA)
% mBort = n x (n-r) matrix, basis of ort.complement of col(mB)
% --------------------------------------------------
[U,S,V] = svd(mP); vs=diag(S); tol = max(size(mP))*eps(max(vs));
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